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	UK heat pump adopters open up homes to encourage others to ditch gas boilers
VisitAHeatPump service allows householders to look and ask questions about low-carbon system
UK householders considering swapping their gas boiler for an electric heat pump could see how they work by visiting an early adopter in their area.
A new service aims to help would-be heat pump owners to book a visit with households that already have one installed, through a website launched by the innovation charity Nesta.
read more
	Canada risks more ‘catastrophic’ wildfires with hot weather forecast
Worst-ever fire season in 2023 saw 15m hectare burned, eight firefighters killed and 230,000 people evacuated
Canada risks another “catastrophic” wildfire season, the federal government has warned, forecasting higher-than-normal spring and summer temperatures across much of the country, boosted by El Niño weather conditions.
read more
	North Carolina allows manure mounds ‘as big as a house’ on factory farms
The state’s uniquely lax regulation permits chicken waste to collect outdoors – but there’s no easy way to complain about it
Jefferson Currie II is at war with flies.
read more
	Deforestation harms biodiversity of the Amazon's perfume-loving orchid bees
A survey of orchid bees in the Brazilian Amazon state of Rond nia, carried out in the 1990s, is shedding new light the impact of deforestation on the scent-collecting pollinators, which some view as bellwethers of biodiversity in the neotropics.
	Charles Darwin University asked inquiry not to publish staff submissions critical of its support for harbour project
In letter vice-chancellor requested committee not publish joint submission by two academics and redact parts of second submission ‘unfairly’ critical of CDU
read more
	Albanese reveals plan for interventionist green industry policy similar to Biden’s Inflation Reduction Act
Prime minister says government needs to be ‘more strategic and more sophisticated’ to compete globally
read more
	World Bank must take ‘quantum leap’ to tackle climate crisis, UN expert says
Simon Stiell calls for reform at development banks to enable governments to provide more climate finance to developing world 
The World Bank must take a “quantum leap” to provide new finance to tackle the climate crisis or face “climate-driven economic catastrophe” that would bring all the world’s economies to a halt, the UN climate chief has said.
read more
	Protesters slam gas group’s use of customers’ money to thwart climate efforts
Gas Leaks Project launches campaign targeting the American Gas Association, which claims nearly all utilities in the US as members
A group of advocates and Democratic senators gathered in Washington DC on Tuesday to decry utilities’ practice of spending customers’ money to advance a pro-fossil fuel agenda.
“Americans are already paying the price of climate change,” said Senator Ed Markey of Massachusetts at a gathering at the US Capitol. “They shouldn’t have to pay the salaries of those who are fueling it.”
read more
	US imposes first-ever limits on levels of toxic PFAS in drinking water
EPA takes action for first time in 27 years against ‘forever chemicals’ feared to be contaminating water for over 200 million
The US Environmental Protection Agency has set legally enforceable drinking water limits for a group of the most dangerous PFAS compounds, marking what public health advocates hailed as “historic” rules that will dramatically improve the safety of the nation’s water.
read more
	Farmers warn ‘crisis is building’ as record rainfall drastically reduces UK food production
Reduction in yields means UK will be dependent on imports for wheat in coming year and possibly beyond
Record-breaking rain in recent months has drastically reduced the amount of food produced in the UK, farming groups have said.
Livestock and crops have been affected as fields have been submerged since last autumn.
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